Parking for Big E livestock trailers

PLEASE NOTE: Our Ag area in the satellite parking lot has changed from previous years.

Depart the fairgrounds at Gate 1, turn left on Memorial Avenue and go over the bridge (keep to the left). Turn left on Rte 159, and follow 159 past Six Flags Amusement Park (approximately 4.5 miles). Turn right past the Six Flags Human Resource Department building. If you reach the “Welcome to Connecticut” sign, you’ve gone too far!

Follow driveway to the marked lot for ESE Agriculture. Please stay within the designated area or your vehicle will be moved. An attendant will be available for guidance.

*Alternate directions: Go through Gate 10. Turn left, to Lot 9. Bear to right toward Gate 11 after passing storage trailers. Follow signs through Gate 11 onto Circuit Avenue, follow to entrance ramp of Route 5. Head south on Rte 5, stay in right lane to Rte 57 ramp; at end of ramp, go into rotary and stay right following Rte 57 to Rte 159 South, to Connecticut. Take ramp to 159 South, follow Rte 159 to state line, turn right into driveway to parking lot. DO NOT GO INTO THE MAIN ENTRANCE OF THE PARK. GO PAST THAT TO NEXT PARKING LOT ENTRANCE.

If arriving after 9PM and the gate is closed, call 413/478-9363.